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Railway market is undergoing a major change with the incoming of driving automated systems and autonomous
trains in open environment. Due to the strict railway regulations and the complexity of rail technology, defining and
specifying the operational design domain that describes the environmental conditions within which the autonomous
system is designed to operate safely is primordial for establishing a safety demonstration for autonomous trains.
In this paper, we describe a methodology for specifying the operational design domain during all the life cycle
phases of the railway system as described by the safety norm EN-50126: starting from high-level definition of
the operational design domain from the operational context, hazard and risk analysis until the derivation of safety
requirements encapsulated by the operational design domain. We tackle, in a second part, a new concept called the
operational design condition that encapsulates both the operational design domain and the real time system and
human capabilities. Similarly, we explain how the operational design condition can be specified, step by step, in
each phase of the railway system life cycle.
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1. Introduction

Autonomous driving is widely impacting the

transportation sector, mainly the railway sector,

due to its expected benefits. In fact, autonomous

driving contributes to more safety by eliminating

adverse effects of driver inattention or distraction,

a significant factor of railway incidents. It con-

tributes to more flexible operations as it reduces

dwell time, obstacle detection and obstacle avoid-

ance time. Besides, it leads to reduced overall

costs, if well deployed.

However, new challenges have emerged, due to

the introduction of automated systems in railway:

the complexity of development and integration of

automated systems present a considerable chal-

lenge. Besides, as automated systems in railway

may require to operate for long periods without

human intervention, a high level of safety should

be proven for system acceptance and market re-

lease. The validation tests to prove the safety of

a railway system should cover all the relevant

Operational Conditions (OCs) in which the auto-

mated driving system is designed to operate. That

approach to limiting the OCs of the system is

known as adopting an Operational Design Domain

(ODD) (Koopman and Fratrik (2019); NHTSA

(2017)). The ODD can take the form of a taxon-

omy which is a set of rules or principles applied

to classify concepts in a specific knowledge field

(Ramı́rez et al. (2022)). These concepts, generally

called attributes in the context of ODD, can be

evaluated qualitatively or quantitatively, or can

be further split into more detailed attributes. In

this paper, we present the ODD as a tool to sup-

port safety argumentation of automated systems

in railway and we explain why the ODD is not

enough to support the safety argumentation and

why it is important to include also the human

operator/driver’s state and system’s state as part of

OCs. This lead us to tackle the Operational Design

Condition (ODC) as a super set of ODD. Besides,

we explain how the ODD and ODC are specified

in the different phases of the railway system life

cycle.
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This study will be applied in the case of Draisy,

a frugal railway solution aiming at transporting

passengers in rural areas and tending towards high

levels of automation in the future.

In this paper, we start with presenting in section

2 a background on autonomy in different fields.

Section 3 describes our view on how the ODD

should be specified in the life cycle of a railway

system and section 4 is devoted to detail our view

on ODC as a new concept including ODD, human

capabilities and system capabilities and how it

should be specified. Conclusions and perspectives

are given in section 5.

2. Background: Autonomy in different
transport fields

Autonomy is a measure to indicate what a system

can do without human involvement (Theunissen

and Veerman (2018)). Automation is a way to

achieve autonomy and most of the existing trans-

port systems nowadays are not autonomous as

they do not operate independently; they operate

rather on the basis of algorithms and user com-

mands (Sheridan and Parasuraman (2005); SAE

(2018)). The willingness to achieve highly auto-

mated systems by public and private transport sec-

tors can be explained by the benefits of automation

as it allows drivers to focus more on non-driving

related activities and reduce the unwanted effort

of the driving task Lehtonen et al. (2022).

In automotive industry, Automated Driving Sys-

tems (ADS) ”are the hardware and software that

are collectively capable of performing the entire

Dynamic Driving Task (DDT) on a sustained ba-

sis, regardless of whether it is limited to a specific

ODD; this term is used specifically to describe a

Level 3, 4, or 5 driving automation system” SAE

(2018). The DDT represents all the operational

and tactical functions required to operate a vehicle

such as lateral and longitudinal control or object

detection SAE (2018). In this sense, ODD is de-

fined at design level as the operating environment

within which an ADS can perform the DDT safely

SAE (2018); NHTSA (2017). When the ADS

no longer operates within its predefined ODD or

when the ADS witnesses a failure, a fallback ac-

tion shall be performed. A fallback response must

be performed in time in order to either perform

the dynamic driving task or achieve a minimal

risk (SAE (2018)). In maritime, ship autonomy is

defined as ”the combination of automation and

the approved absence of operators” according

to (Rødseth et al. (2021)). Because autonomous

ships will always use a combination of human

and automation control, we do not use the con-

cept of ODD in maritime but rather the concept

of Operational Envelope (OE) which is the set

of conditions and related operator control modes

under which the automated system is designed to

operate. In other terms, OE represents the states

where human and/or automation can maintain full

control of the system while the fallback defines

the states where full control is no longer possible

(Rødseth et al. (2021)).

Due to the specificity of the railway field (heav-

iness of regulations, level of required safety), at-

tempts to introduce autonomy in open rail net-

works remain conservative, contrary to the urban

metros, operating in closed environment. These

latter have been automated for more than 50 years

(Ramı́rez et al. (2022)). In fact, trains operating in

open environment are more likely to face hazards

such as obstacle present on the tracks, visibility

reduced due to rough environmental conditions,

etc...In order to validate the safety of automated

trains in open environment, all the relevant OCs

should be determined to confine the scope of

verification Gyllenhammar et al. (2020). This is

why it is important to specify ODD for automated

trains in open environment. Recent works have

tried to define the ODD in railway. We mention

for example the work of Peleska et al. (2022) that

introduces four sub-divisions for ODD in railway:

autonomous normal operation, autonomous de-

graded operation, non autonomous control-remote

control and non autonomous control-manual con-

trol. We mention also the work of Tonk et al.

(2021) which presents a methodology for ODD

specification for a safe remote control of trains.

Although there are few attempts to define ODD in

railway, we think that there is a lack of a structured

methodology to specify ODD during all the life

cycle phases of the railway system as described

in EN-50126 (2017a). We also think that there
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is a need to define a more global concept than

ODD which is able to encapsulate both system in

degraded situations and human role in the loop.

Therefore, in this paper, we give a proposal for

defining and specifying the ODC that has been in-

troduced by Khastgir (2020). According to Khast-

gir (2020), the ODC should integrate both ODD,

system capabilities and human capabilities.

3. Specification of the Operational
Design Domain

In this section, we describe how the ODD is con-

structed in each life cycle phase of the railway

system (see Figure 1). The norm EN-50126 as

well as the work of (Tonk et al. (2021)) are the

main references for conducting our methodology

for ODD specification. We also explain the role

of ODD mainly in confining the Hazard Analysis

and Risk Assessment and supporting the system

acceptance (Gyllenhammar et al. (2020).

Fig. 1. Life cycle of railway system EN-50126 (2017a)

3.1. Phases 1-2: Concept, system
definition and operational context

From phase 1 to 2, we define the relevant taxon-

omy for the driving tasks in railway. This will help

defining the high level of ODD. This taxonomy for

high level ODD definition is largely documented

in literature. The attributes relevant to the consid-

ered railway system in its operational context can

be derived at this stage (see Figure 2).

3.2. Phase 3: Risk analysis and
evaluation

In this stage, we identify hazards at the railway

system level. A risk assessment is conducted and

Fig. 2. Example of high level ODD definition
(adapted from SAE (2018))

is comprised of:

• Risk analysis to identify hazards and re-

lated potential losses

• Risk evaluation to derive the safety tar-

gets in terms of tolerable hazard rate

(THR)

3.2.1. Case 1: the risk is acceptable

If the risk analysis identifies cases with risk

”broadly acceptable”, there is no need to specify

further requirements for those cases (EN-50126

(2017a)). The safety requirements at system level

are derived, which corresponds to phase 4 of the

system life cycle. The ODD that encapsulates all

the OCs to control the hazard resulting in an ac-

ceptable risk is defined.

3.2.2. Case 2: the risk is not acceptable

In case the risk analysis concludes that a risk is

not ”broadly acceptable”, the risk analysis activity

shall be continued by choosing and applying a

risk acceptance principle (RAP): use of code of

practice, comparison with a similar system as ref-

erence and explicit risk estimation. External barri-

ers and mitigations shall be identified in order to

reduce the severity or the frequency of the hazard.

Then, the THR values are derived to ensure an

acceptable risk. If the set of measures are enough

to meet the RAP, then safety requirements are

derived and the ODD is specified accordingly. If

the risk remains unacceptable, a sub-ODD is de-

fined at this level that encapsulates the OCs related

to the hazards leading to this risk. A process of

hazard control refining is performed leading us

directly to the phase 5.
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3.3. Phase 4: Specification of system
requirement

A list of safety requirements at system level with

their corresponding ODDs is obtained thanks to

phase 3. They are translated into functional and

non functional requirements. However, in order to

make sure that all the obtained ODDs encapsu-

late the different OCs guaranteeing an acceptable

risk, a bottom-up approach should be performed

to validate the system safety requirements against

the risk assessment process conducted in phase 3

as described in sub-section 3.2. A hazard analysis

starting from the specified ODD and the safety

related functions failure modes is performed. If

within an ODD, all the identified hazards leads to

acceptable risk, then we check if the ODD encap-

sulates the OCs, else, another ODD should be de-

fined and new safety requirements are derived. If

within an ODD, the identified hazard is leading to

unacceptable risk, then the ODD becomes a sub-

ODD and the hazard undergoes a hazard control

refining process.

3.4. Phase 5: Architecture and
apportionment of system requirement

The hazard control refining process starts in this

phase. The system architecture is used in order to

derive hazards and allocate safety requirements at

the subsystem and component level. Concerning

the allocation of quantitative safety requirements,

the apportionment of THR is done using several

methods such as causal analysis, fault tree analy-

sis, etc as depicted in Figure 3.

A hazard that is quantified by a THR is linked

to a specific functional composition defined by

the system architecture and therefore apportioned

into Tolerable Functional Failure Rate TFFR for

the functions taking into account the logic inter

dependencies between functions. At the lowest

level of the apportionment process, where inde-

pendence among functions can be proven, a Safety

Integrity Level (SIL) can be allocated. This SIL

is then applied to the lower levels, and cannot be

apportioned. The TFFR is further apportioned re-

sulting in failure rates for components/equipment

as shown in Figure 3 (EN-50126 (2017b)).

In this phase, new technical hazards can be

arising from the architecture, requirements to con-

trol these hazards shall be derived from the new

hazards and allocated to the related subsystems

and/or components. A hazard identified at subsys-

tem level shall be analyzed to assess the resulted

risk leading either to an ODD with safety require-

ments at the subsystem/interfaces level or to a sub-

ODD if the associated risk in unacceptable. In this

case, the process of hazard control refining should

be iterated. In case the cause is at component level,

a mitigation should be defined in order to reduce

the failure rate at component level, to satisfy the

THR of the top level event (see Figure 3). This can

take, for example, the form of function/component

redundancy, preventive repair time planning, etc.

The system architecture may be modified accord-

ing to the adopted mitigations and new techni-

cal measures and an ODD that encapsulates the

OCs is defined. For instance, we need to check

if the OCs defined by the ODD at system level

are compliant with the OCs of components. For

example, if the ODD at system level contains rain

and weather conditions, we need to check that

components are still able to operate in the same

rain and weather conditions with respect to the

predefined TFFR.

Finally, all Sub-ODDs relevant to a particular haz-

ard combine together to provide maximum restric-

tion and modify the high level operational context

through a feedback loop (Tonk et al. (2021)).

Fig. 3. Apportionment of safety requirement EN-
50126 (2017b)
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3.5. Phases 6-9: Design and
implementation, manufacture,
integration and system validation

New hazards may emerge during phases 6-9 that

can cause potential harm to people, in particular, if

the system is new. This can be caused for example

by design, manufacture or integration errors due

to a lack of knowledge or experience, or mistakes

due to inadequate specification. In this case, we

need to reiterate the process of hazard analysis and

risk evaluation in order to control these additional

hazards. This will lead us potentially to define new

ODDs. Given an ODD, challenges from phases 6-

8 may appear as for example: we may not be able

to handle sun blinding the sensor during a certain

incidence angle if there is rain on the road (Gyl-

lenhammar et al. (2020)). Besides, the ODD can

be deployed to generate test cases for phase 9 with

the objective to cover all the possible scenarios.

For instance, the ODD gives the OCs where the

ADS needs to be tested in real life. This implies to

define test scenarios on the basis of these OCs.

3.6. Phase 10: System acceptance

In this stage, the ODD serves as a support for

safety argumentation, in order to confirm or up-

date the safety case for the system under study.

3.7. Phase 11: Operation, maintenance
and performance monitoring

During phase 11, we need to have a run-time

monitoring of the ODD. Colwell (2018) have in-

troduced the concept of Restricted ODD (ROD),

defined as ”the specific conditions under which

a giving driving automation system or feature

thereof is currently able to function, including,

but not limited, to driving modes”. While the

ODD is considered as static during operation, the

ROD change depending on the degraded/restricted

operation mode of the system. The ROD serves

as an input for refining the ODD specification in

degraded mode. In fact, new hazards may appear

during system operation that lead to ROD viola-

tion. These hazards need to be controlled through

a feedback loop leading us to the phases 3-4 ac-

cording to whether the hazard is at the railway

system level or at the subsystem and component

level.

A recap of the process of ODD specification is

given in Figure 4.

4. Specification of the Operational
Design Condition

The specification of the ODD, as summarized in

Figure 4, does not guarantee the safety of use of

the autonomous train. In fact, several safety issues

may be encountered while using the system that

need to be considered upstream of manufacturing.

For example, a potential inability of perceiving

the environment by the system or human mis-

understanding of the system can lead potentially

to harmful hazards, even when operating within

its specified ODD. Therefore, there is a need to

introduce in railway a concept that is more able

to encapsulate both ODD, system capabilities and

human capabilities. This concept introduced by

Khastgir (2020) is called the ODC. We propose

the following definition for the ODC:

”OCs under which a given driving automation

system or feature thereof is specifically designed

to function, including, but not limited, system ca-
pabilities and human capabilities.”

System and human capabilities are specified in the

design phase on the basis of predefined scenarios

for the purpose of completeness, in the sense that

completeness of scenarios is required. The sys-

tem (respectively human) capabilities refer to the

abilities of the system (respectively human) ”to

create a sufficiently accurate environment model,

make the right decisions, derive the correct con-

trol actions based on the environmental model and

execute the control actions.” (ISO-21448 (2022)).

Even if we think that high level ODC can be

defined in early life cycle phase (risk analysis

and evaluation), the process of refining system

capabilities and human capabilities is mainly per-

formed starting from the phase of design, as the

specification and design provide an appropriate

understanding of the system, its elements, its func-

tionality and its performance targets (ISO-21448

(2022)).
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Fig. 4. ODD and ODC in the railway system life cycle

4.1. Phases 6-8: Design and
implementation, manufacture and
integration

Specifying the TFFR at functional level as de-

scribed in section 3.4 is a first layer towards spec-

ifying system capabilities within an ODD. Unfor-

tunately, this is not enough as hazards may arise

from a misuse of the system or from functional

insufficiency as for example: sensors unable to

operate correctly due to fog. Within an ODD,

hazards arising from misuse or functional insuf-

ficiency are derived, as well as hazards arising

from ODD violation. We recommend the use of a

structured method to derive misuse and functional

insufficiency hazards as depicted in Figure 5. If

these hazards can lead to severe consequences
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Fig. 5. Example of structured method for derivation of
hazardous misuse and functional insufficiency scenario
(adapted from ISO-21448 (2022))
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especially when combined with some conditions,

then the risks resulted from these hazards should

be evaluated and confronted with risk acceptance

principle as stated in section 3.2. If the resid-

ual risk after introducing mitigation measures is

acceptable then, the hazard is deemed to be ac-

ceptable and human/system capabilities are de-

rived, otherwise functional modifications should

be brought to the system to mitigate the harm.

These functional modifications can have impact

on system architecture, system design and imple-

mentation or even system manufacture and inte-

gration. A high level of taxonomy describing hu-

man and system capabilities can be simply: recog-

nition, judgment and action. We refer for example

to the use of a cognitive model to represent hu-

man capabilities such as the IDAC (Information,

Decision, and Action) model for human reliability

analysis to predict the human response in presence

of abnormal OCs Chang and Mosleh (2007).

The attributes describing human and system capa-

bilities can later be dispatched according to this

high level taxonomy (See Figure 6)
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Fig. 6. Example of taxonomy for human capabilities
and system capabilities

4.2. Phase 9: System validation

The ODC gives several combinations to derive

test cases (for simulation, on-field testing,...) by

matching ODD with human capabilities and sys-

tem capabilities and by pushing the tests to the

boundaries of system operation (ODD violation,

false recognition,...). The objective of the system

validation is to ensure that the known hazardous

scenarios meet the acceptance criteria and to en-

sure a maximum coverage of hazardous scenarios.

This later can be proved, for example, if the num-

ber of encountered unknown hazardous scenarios,

for a set of test scenarios, is lower than a prede-

fined target value (ISO-21448 (2022)).

4.3. Phase 10: System acceptance

The ODC provides a better support for safety

argumentation than ODD, as it takes in consid-

eration system limitations, human errors and how

they are both mitigated, to better model the com-

plexity of real world.

4.4. Phase 11: Operation, maintenance,
performance monitoring

On-board monitoring is necessary to ensure the

respect of ODC during operation. Similarly to

ROD, Restricted ODC (RODC) can be determined

in time on the basis of ROD, instantaneous hu-

man and system capabilities. Unknown hazardous

scenarios may emerge during operation due for

example to regulation evolution, or infrastructure

modification or even due to a poor anticipation

of system behavior or human behavior. These

hazards should be controlled through a feedback

process.

We refer to Figure 4 where we recap the whole

approach for ODD and ODC specification in the

railway system life cycle.

5. Conclusion

Finding the suitable concepts for the deployment

of automated/autonomous trains is not an easy

exercise due the complexity and the normative

constraints. In this paper, we have introduced our

vision on what can be an ODD, a concept adapted

from the automotive domain for the automated

driving systems. A methodology on how we think

the ODD should be specified in the different life

cycle phases, its role as a support for safety ar-

gumentation and risk assessment. However, as we

think that ODD is not enough to support safety

argumentation, we have tackled a new concept,

the ODC that encapsulates the ODD, human ca-

pabilities and system capabilities. After defining

this concept, we have explained, similarly, how

we think the ODC should be specified during the
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different phases of the system life cycle. Besides,

we have tackled the ROD and the RODC, during

operation phase, that give a temporal dimension,

respectively, to ODD and ODC. Future work will

be carried out to deepen the concept of ODC,

mainly constructing an appropriate taxonomy to

model human and system capabilities, and ap-

plying it on a real railway system. Besides, we

will give a particular attention to how the ROD is

constructed on the basis of instantaneous human

and system capabilities.
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